
Get Growing UP Pro Bundle



Description
Get Growing UP is a new product offering that utilizes vertical space for indoor growing or to maximize the greenhouse environ-
ment. This bundle is our PRO version that mixes propagation and NFT in one 60" wide by 92" tall system. We also have this 
system configured for FULL propagation or FULL NFT.  The steel frames are designed to have each level flat for propagation 
trays, or pitched for NFT channels.  For large systems these can put together like links in a chain and utilize only one reservoir 
and one pump.  Sky is the limit. 

Most parts and pieces of this system come preassembled so set up goes rather quickly. The only parts that you will need to 
provide is a power strip (and power of course) and water for the reservoir. Tools required for assembly; power drill with clutch, 
5/16" nut driver, measuring tape, sharpie and a small closed-end wrench.

This system has (5) of our commercial propagation trays for propagation, lettuce mixes and micro greens. The propagation 
system will run on its own pump that is timer controlled. The top two levels will hold (20) 52" Channels providing 192 growing 
sites, 96 Finishing and 96 Nursery. T5 Lighting is included with this bundle.

Grow clean and be local. With a Get Growing UP Combo system you can grow lettuce, arugula, basil and many other popular 
and profitable greens, herbs and micro greens.  All within minutes of your consumer's tables and without the use of pesticides.
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Features

All components have been constructed or chosen to enhance 
their efficiency, energy usage, water usage, and longevity.

The GroClean NFT channels help conserve natural resources 
and reduce carbon dioxide emissions with their construction of 
FDA approved HDPE plastic.

The Growing UP Pro System allows you to acquire hands-on 
experience with hydroponics by actually growing in the 
system.

Take your produce to potential markets, put it in their hands 
and give them the taste test. In this way, they will know you're 
serious. This will give you a solid indication of how much 
they'll be able to buy from you so you will know how large an 
operation with which to begin.

The Growing UP system has a stand alone version for a small 
growing space or a modular option for a span of greenhouses.  
The Growing UP design can be used for propagation only, 
NFT channels only or a combination of both.
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